Team Rimu News
Term Four, 2017
Dear Parents and
Caregivers
Welcome to Term Four in the
Treehouse.
As I write this I
wonder where the rest of the
year has gone?!

SWIMMING
This term we have our swimming
lessons happening in Weeks 6
and 7 (November 19-30). We
are still a little short of parents to
help walk with us to Keith Spry
Pool, so if you are able to help,
please
get
in
touch!

We are in the process of
planning a variety of
activities including a fun day
out as an end of year
celebration. We will be in
touch with confirmed details
soon.

NOTES FROM TERM THREE

We are also in the process of
NZaSHAKE
OUT
planning
fun day
out as an
end of year celebration. We
We recently took part in a
will be in touch with confirmed
nationwide earthquake
soon.
drill. In details
the Treehouse,
we
practiced several times
what to do should an
earthquake strike. Our
conversations afterwards
included actions to follow
in a variety of situations.
Following on from this, it
may be timely to talk over
your plans at home also.
You may find this link
useful:
https://www.whatstheplan
stan.govt.nz/

Our healthy eating topic last
term, ended with a Treehouse
Masterchef Challenge. We
congratulate Archie, Jayden
and Isaac, whose group won
the prize. Their winning meal
will be cooked for them soon!
A short NZ film that was made
starred our very own Kimora
and her sister. You can read
about the film here:
https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainme
nt/film/106666474/the-outlook-forsomeday-2018-bloom
Many of our Treehouse
members participate and
compete in a range of
activities outside school and
we have had many
celebrations with our
gymnasts, dancers and BMX
racers among other things.
We are very proud of all of
you!

TERM FOUR TOPICS
This term we begin with a focus on the Material World aspect
of Science. We are conducting different investigations into the
properties of materials and how they change when treated in
different ways.
We will spend some time finding out about people who have
had a significant impact on New Zealand. This will be an
individual task, working through an inquiry research process
and ending with a presentation to others.
The key competencies underpin everything we do in the
classroom and this term we are working in a focused way on
helping students develop skills in areas that they may find more
difficult.
We have athletics and swimming as our main focus areas for
P.E.
As this is a report writing term for the teachers, our weeks will
also include a range of assessment tasks and activities.

Warm regards, Andrew, Kayle, Maree and Philippa.

